Fabulous Holiday Gift Ideas For Older Skiers

December 8, 2015 by Jon Weisberg

Assuming the older skiers on your holiday lists have been good this year, here are some gift-giving suggestions ranging from renting an entire resort ($10,000) to a small crowd-funded device that helps find lost skis and snowboards ($77) to a slippery sheet of bendable plastic that eases the task of fitting foot into boot ($9.95).

Breathe with Ease

Physical exertion and elevation can tax older lungs. Mini portable oxygen canisters are a thoughtful gift for seniors who like to play in the snow. Oxygen Plus offers attractive pocket-sized canisters delivering plain and flavored oxygen. Cost: $24 (3-pack).

Full article: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jon-weisberg/gift-ideas-for-older-skiers_b_8691180.html